How to find us by train and on foot
Freiburg lies on the main railway line between Basel in the south and Frankfurt/Main in the north. It is roughly 45mins from Basel SBB (Swiss station) and roughly two and a half hours from Frankfurt. (For train details from Frankfurt airport please read “How to find us by airplane”.)

The walk from the station to FRIAS takes ca. 15 minutes. When leaving the station at the main exit, turn left and walk along Bismarckallee. Stay on Bismarckallee respectively Stephan-Meier-Strasse until you reach the intersection with Albertstrasse (ca. 200m). Turn right into Albertstrasse and continue to the intersection with Katherinenstrasse. FRIAS (Albertstr. 19) is on your left on the northeast corner of this intersection.

How to find us by car
Leave the Autobahn A5 (Frankfurt-Karlsruhe-Basel) at exit (Ausfahrt) 62 called 'Freiburg-Stadtmitte' (Freiburg Center). Follow highway B31 direction Freiburg. After roughly 6 km exit the motorway at 'Stadttheater – Universität', and keep left in the direction 'Stadttheater – Universität'. Stay on that street until Fahnenbergplatz (via Werdererring and Rotteckring). At the traffic light at Fahnenbergplatz (Berlitz School on the right corner), continue straight ahead on Katharinenstraße. Turn right at the second intersection, you are now on Albertstrasse. FRIAS is the first building on your left (Albertstr. 19).

How to find us by airplane
There are two alternative airports convenient to Freiburg, Basel/Mulhouse and Frankfurt Main.

Basel/Mulhouse Airport: A regular bus shuttle Freiburger-Reisedienst, operates to and from Freiburg, leaving from the French side of the airport. After collecting your luggage be sure to exit passport control on the French side. The bus stop is located in front of the main entrance for Arrivals. Take the bus (travel time approx. one hour) to Freiburg main station ("Hauptbahnhof"). On arrival in Freiburg see the instructions for travel “by train and on foot” to reach FRIAS.

Frankfurt/Main Airport: There are two train stations at the airport. One for local regional connections and one for long distance. Proceed to the long distance station, Fernbahnhof, (AirRail Terminal) opposite Terminal 1. InterCityExpress (ICE) trains to Freiburg run hourly during the day and take roughly 2 ½ hours (click here for the timetable and fares: Deutsche Bahn-International Guests). On arrival in Freiburg see the instructions for travel “by train and on foot” to reach FRIAS.